The Ubermilk One is ideal for high-volume, quality
and workflow focused locations.
Foam milk efficiently and repeatedly to the ideal volume, temperature and
texture to consistently produce sweet and velvety micro-foam for your
milk-based drinks.
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➔

Perfect and consistent milk foam on demand

➔

Infinity Mode for use during peak periods

➔

Individual dosing minimises milk waste and
maintain food costs

➔

High resolution, one-touch digital display

➔

Hygienic milk frothing from start to finish

➔

Simple semi-automatic cleaning program

Materials:
➔

➔

Both casing and milk heating elements are 100%
stainless steel. All parts are food-safe and FDA
approved.
Your three color choices are Black, White and Silver
(stainless-steel).

Dimensions:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Width: 180MM
Height: 540MM
Depth: 485MM
Weight: 25kg

Connections:
➔
➔
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3.1kW / 50-60hz / 13A 1P. Standard 208-250V
power supply
Connects to fridge via flexible hose

Installation:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Adequate counter space is required
A milk cooler / fridge must be within 1.5M of the
Ubermilk unit
A 10MM hole is required in the counter and fridge
A standard dedicated 13A, single phase socket is
required capable of handling 3.1kW

Cleaning:
➔

➔
➔
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Peak performance from the Ubermilk One is ensured by
adherence to the mandatory, semi-automatic daily
cleaning procedure
Cleaning records are stored within the management
console of the unit
Both Alakaline and Acidic cleaning agents (sold
separately) must be used throughout the work week to
ensure quality and consistent milk foam

When used correctly, the Ubermilk One will
deliver high-quality milk foam:
➔
➔
➔

Efficiently
Repeatedly
Consistently

The Ubermilk One will also improve workflow and can dependent on your use case:
➔
➔
➔
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Increase coffee volumes
Reduce milk waste
Reduce labour costs

Daily essentials:
➔

One filter disk / day. Sold separately in packs of 40

➔

Ubermilk specific detergents - both Alkaline and Acid - to be used on alternate
days. Sold separately in 1L bottles

Want to know more...
Contact Karl or Adam - ubermilk@coffeeangel.com
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